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Slideware presentations have become prevalent in many industries. The millennial generations are digitally inclined, and visual media are more important than ever. When people look at a presentation, even before any words are spoken, they notice the design of the slides. If the slides are poorly designed, it can give an impression that the content is poor or that the presenter did not properly prepare. This can lead to poor reception from a disinterested audience.  






An audience’s overall perception of a presentation is determined by three factors: the content, the creativity with which it is presented, and how entertaining they found the presentation. (Christie & Collyer, 2005). In a classroom setting, it is crucial to have the presentation be well perceived. Without creativity and visual engagement, classroom lectures can easily lose the attention of disinterested students. In recent years, the standard method of adding creativity and visual engagement to a verbal lecture has been to accompany it with a slideware presentation. Unfortunately, students are often unhappy with the way presentations are delivered in their classrooms (Adams, 2006). 

Many teachers use slideware presentations in their classrooms as the primary lecture tool (Isseks, 2011; Clark, 2008), but there is a lot of disdain for these presentations because of their worst qualities. Slides are a visual medium, and although we all create them, we aren’t all visual artists. Presentation designer Nancy Duarte (2008) explains this dilemma: 

Of the millions of presentations delivered each day, only a small percentage are delivered well, and as a society, we’ve come to expect it.  We groan when we have to attend a meeting with the slide deck as the star…. Most people never make the jump from verbal expression – which is what we were all taught in school – to effective visual expression, which is neither easy nor natural (p. xviii). 











Teachers are busy people, so this website synthesizes vast amounts of information, and explains the most important points for classroom use in layman’s terms. There are dozens of instructional guides on the web and in print that teach the general messages of slideware design, including published books, articles, YouTube videos, and online slideware presentations. Many of these guides are designed in a linear fashion, only encouraging the user to take in the content from beginning to end. The SlidesCool module is different because it serves as an interactive resource that learners can return to and peruse in any order, at any pace. The layout of the website allows the user the opportunity to move backwards and forwards, to pick their lessons in a non-linear fashion, and to customize their learning experience. Information is easily viewed by topic and sub-topic so a learner can choose to view only the particular design aspects they are interested in at that moment. This is similar to the way one might flip through the chapters of an instructional book, but the website is accessible with a click. 

Since the information being learned is not unique to this module, the primary function it serves is in its format. The website was built using a pre-made template on Weebly.com, but it utilized as many features as possible to deliver an effective learning experience. The taskbar at the top of the window provides seamless navigation through all of the pages on the site at any time, from any page to another. The “Back” and “Continue” buttons on the bottom of each page allow the user to proceed through the module without having to think about where they want to go. (Krug, 2005). Font, format and imagery were designed to enhance the experience without distracting from the content.  





Each lesson provides a series of examples and non-examples, which demonstrate the particular concepts being taught.  This point of comparison format provides the learner with a clear view of the principle that caused the positive effect. At the end of each lesson, series of examples and non-examples show the learner how slides could look when created with the current level of combined knowledge. This shows the learner how all of the principles learned throughout the module can be used in conjunction with one another without conflicting each other. All examples are linked at the end of the module so that users can easily reference them as visual guides for future retention and transfer. 


Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction

The structure of the module as a whole incorporates Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction (Reiser & Dempsey, 2007).

Methods Employed	Gagne’s Events Integrated
The “About” pages encourage learners to think about presentations they have made and watched in the past, and introduce the module and its purpose. 	Gaining attentionInforming the learner of the objectiveStimulating recall of prior learning
The “Lessons” pages teach the theories while incorporating text, graphics, and information “chunking” to prevent information overload.  	4. Presenting the stimulus
Different portions of the site encourage methods and scenarios for real-life application.	5. Providing learning guidance
The “Follow Along” pages encourage the learner to create a presentation while they are going through the module, so they can instantly see the results of the knowledge gained. 	6. Eliciting performance 
At the end of the module there is an open forum for learners to upload and share their slides for feedback. Core content is also referenced for ease of future access. 	7. Providing feedback8. Assessing performance9. Enhancing retention and transfer

All of Gagne’s learning events were incorporated into the design of this learning module. Some of these events are ignored in the majority of the instructional tools available online and in print. However, the interactive elements of the SlidesCool website attempt to offer these valuable learning tools. For example, while online videos and printed books can tell the user how to create their slides, this website encourages users to build their slides as they go through the course, to elicit performance while the lessons are at their most potent. It is also difficult to follow events 7-9 in asynchronous, anonymous modules where there is no interaction between instructor and user or between users themselves. However, the forum area of this website allows for users who desire feedback or performance assessment to upload their work and respond to others’. In this way, users can choose to build a community to further their learning and growth. 
Results

The evaluative survey at the end of the module asked 10 questions about the usability of the site and the effectiveness of the content. The content was scored on a 1-5 Likert scale, with 5 being the most positive response. Each question had an average score of at least 4 (Table 1), which indicates success across the evaluation terms. The lowest scoring aspects of the site were its interactivity, the user’s confidence that they will be able to create higher quality presentations, and the likelihood that they will visit the site in the future. However, since the average scores on these were above 4, they can still be considered successful elements. These lower scores indicate that these areas should be the priority for focus on future revisions. 

Table 1: Average Score per Question (Likert Scale 1-5)











Table 2 shows the combined scores of all questions broken down per user. Every user rated the website’s usability and content effectiveness with high enough scores that the sum of their responses totaled at least 40. This graph also shows User 9, whose overall score is the lowest due to their scores of 1 and 2. The second lowest scorer was User 1, who scored elements consistently lower throughout the evaluation. User 1 also did not provide open-ended feedback explaining their scores. The module can be considered a success on the evaluated grounds. User dialogue would again be helpful to offer further explanation for the outlier results.

Table 3. Individual Responses

The non-examples and examples aided my learning and seeing a presentation being created after each principle was taught was helpful to see and follow along with while learning. One suggestion I have is to change the font you use on the website so that it's easier to read.
You introduced me to the importance of colors being related to emotions, alignment of words ( I never understood what Full Alignment even was! ) , the importance of using one slide per topic (slides are free! duh!) and just bringing confidence to my design skills. I truly hope that you will do one for online instruction in the future!!







The open-ended response most applicable to further site improvements was to choose a font that is more readable. Other than the two outliers discussed above, there was generally positive feedback from all users. Future considerations will be to develop a secondary course adapting the material learned to courses taught in an online environment. The positive feedback and scores from the majority of users indicated that they felt the website was well designed and effective in its delivery of the content. Users also responded well to the content itself. They felt that it was easy to use and helpful in their understanding of presentation design. Most users would recommend the site to a friend or colleague. The evaluation survey will remain on the site, so that future users can provide feedback to be used in further revisions and site improvements. 





Ensuring that students receive and retain the classroom content being taught is the most important task that a teacher must face. If teachers can learn these principles of slideware design, and integrate them into their supplemental lecture presentations, they can more effectively reach their visually- and digitally-inclined millennial-generation students. The SlidesCool 101 website has proven to be a valuable resource for teachers wishing to gain this knowledge in a simple, familiar, and accessible format. Further revisions will integrate user feedback to continue enhancing the site. This module will remain online for an indefinite amount of time, allowing users the opportunity to return to the site or refer others to its beneficial lessons and resources. 
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